Those books are coming soon! You can use this list to plan ahead and to search the library catalog. Visit our blog at www.thrall.org/BLB to explore even more books you might enjoy! Our librarians can help you find or reserve books!

Upcoming Fiction Highlights...

More Forthcoming Fiction...

Us Against You - Fredrik Backman
Ruff Justice - Laurien Berenson
The Killing Habit - Mark Billingham
Murder on the Left Bank - Cara Black
The Skaar Invasion - Terry Brooks
The Moscow Offensive - Dale Brown
Brief Cases - Jim Butcher
Starless - Jacqueline Carey
Buried in Books - Kate Carlisle
The Pharaoh Key - Douglas Preston, Lincoln Child
The Woman in the Woods - John Connolly
Kudos - Rachel Cusk
The Patchwork Bride - Sandra Dallas
Before and Again - Barbara Delinsky
A Steep Price - Robert Dugoni
The Spook in the Stacks - Eva Gates
All We Ever Wanted - Emily Giffin
London Rules - Mick Herron
The Perfect Couple - Elin Hilderbrand
Jar of Hearts - Jennifer Hillier
The Word Is Murder - Anthony Horowitz
Like to Die - David Housewright
Liar Liar - Lisa Jackson
Too Wilde to Wed - Eloisa James
Providence - Caroline Kepnes
Island of the Mad - Laurie R. King
Tom Clancy Line of Sight - Mike Maden
Low Chicago - George R.R. Martin
Those Other Women - Nicola Moriarty
Night-Gaunts and Other Tales of Suspense - Joyce Carol Oates

Florida by Lauren Groff
“The stories in this collection span characters, towns, decades, even centuries, but Florida - its landscape, climate, history, and state of mind--becomes its gravitational center: an energy, a mood, as much as a place of residence.”

Rainy Day Friends by Jill Shalvis
“Following the USA Today bestseller, Lost and Found Sisters, comes Rainy Day Friends, Jill Shalvis’ moving story of heart, loss, betrayal, and friendship.”

Unbridled - Diana Palmer
Bring Me Back - B. A. Paris
The President Is Missing - Bill Clinton, James Patterson
Murder in Paradise - James Patterson
How Hard Can It Be? - Allison Pearson
The Ever After - Sarah Pekkanen
Visible Empire - Hannah Pittard
Once a Scoundrel! - Mary Jo Putney
The Moscow Deception - Karen Robards
The Secrets Between Us - Thrity Umrigar
When Life Gives You Lululemons - Lauren Weisberger
Between You and Me - Susan Wiggs
Turbulence - Stuart Woods

Fiction Author Spotlight: Karen White
This versatile writer explores a wide range of subjects and settings, from psychological to paranormal, mainstream to mysterious. Her popular titles include:

The Color of Light
Flight Patterns
The Forgotten Room
The Memory of Water
The Night the Lights Went Out
The Sound of Glass

Her latest novel, Dreams of Falling, focuses on “three girls on the brink of womanhood who found their friendship tested in the most heartbreaking ways.”

Looking for NONFICTION?
Please see the back page.
June 2018 Nonfiction Highlights...

**And Then We Danced** by Henry Alford

"Equal parts memoir and cultural history, from acclaimed comic stylist and professional hobbyist Henry Alford comes a hilarious journey through the world of dance that will inform, entertain and leave readers tapping their toes."

**Call Me American** by Abdi Nor Iftin

"The incredible true story of a boy living in war-torn Somalia who escapes to America -- first by way of the movies; years later, through a miraculous green card."

**Famous Father Girl** by Jamie Bernstein

"The oldest daughter of revered composer/conductor Leonard Bernstein offers a rare look at her father on the centennial of his birth in a deeply intimate and broadly evocative memoir."

**Life in the Garden** by Penelope Lively

"From the Booker Prize winner and national bestselling author, reflections on gardening, art, literature, and life. Penelope Lively takes up her key themes of time and memory, and her lifelong passions for art, literature, and gardening in this philosophical and poetic memoir."

**Spying on Whales** by Nick Pyenson

"Full of rich storytelling and scientific discovery, Spying on Whales spans the ancient past to an uncertain future -- all to better understand the most enigmatic creatures on Earth."

More Forthcoming Nonfiction...

**Sex and the City and Us** - Jennifer Keishin Armstrong

**The Third Bank of the River** - Chris Feliciano Arnold

**The Traveling Feast** - Rick Bass

**Red Card** - Ken Bensinger

**First in Line** - Kate Andersen Brower

**What Truth Sounds Like** - Michael Eric Dyson

**Once Upon a Farm** - Rory Feek

**Born Trump** - Emily Jane Fox

**Light of the Stars** - Adam Frank

**Trump's America** - Newt Gingrich

**What the Eyes Don't See** - Mona Hanna-Attisha

**Evolutions** - Oren Harman

**Reporter** - Seymour M. Hersh

**Robert F. Kennedy** - Kerry Kennedy

**The Design of Childhood** - Alexandra Lange

**The Secret Token** - Andrew Lawler

**Formerly Known as Food** - Kristin Lawless

**Seeds of Science** - Mark Lynas

**Room To Dream** - David Lynch

**Somebody I Used to Know** - Wendy Mitchell

**Yes We Still Can** - Dan Pfeiffer

**Squeezed** - Alissa Quart

**How Democracy Ends** - David Runciman

**The World as It Is** - Ben Rhodes

**In Search of Wisdom: ... What Matters Most** - Matthieu Ricard

**Rising** - Elizabeth Rush

**In Search of Mary Shelley** - Fiona Sampson

**The Perfect Weapon** - David E. Sanger

**Still Waters** - Curt Stager

**Black Klansman** - Ron Stallworth

**Unbeaten** - Mike Stanton

**Ghostbuster's Daughter** - Violet Ramis Stiel

**Goodbye Sweet Girl** - Kelly Sundberg

**Tenemental** - Vikki Warner

**God, War, and Providence** - James A. Warren

**The Unpunished Vice** - Edmund White

**Uncensored** - Zachary Wood

Nonfiction Author Spotlight: Tom Santopietro

Barbra Streisand, Doris Day, and Frank Sinatra are all subjects this Broadway theater manager and biographer has covered. In his latest book, *Why To Kill a Mockingbird Matters*, Santopietro dares to takes on one of the greatest works of American literature, and, according to the publisher, "shows readers why To Kill a Mockingbird matters today more than it ever did before." Other titles by Santopietro include:

**Considering Doris Day**

**The Importance of Being Barbra**

**Sinatra in Hollywood**

**The Sound of Music Story: How One Young Nun, One Handsome Austrian Captain, and Ten Singing Von Trapp Children Inspired the Most Beloved Film of All Time**